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knowledge representation and metaphor - aclweb - knowledge representation and metaphor eileen
cornell way (state university of new york, binghamton) dordrecht: kluwer academic publishers (studies in
cognitive systems 7), 1991, xx + 271 pp. hardbound, isbn 0-7923-1005-5, $98.00, £52.00, dfl 150.00 reviewed
by james martin university of colorado eileen way has written a far-ranging and often fascinating book that
argues for the importance of ... knowledge representation and metaphor - knowledge represent ation and
metaphor eileen cornell way program in philosophy and computer and systems sciences, department of
philosophy, state university of new york at binghamton international symposium metaphor as means of
knowledge ... - in communicative interaction and knowledge representation in text) j. littlemore (professor of
applied linguistics in the english language department at the university of birmingham; research interests: the
acquisition and use of metaphor and other types of 3 knowledge representation and ontologies - 3
knowledge representation and ontologies logic, ontologies and semantic web languages stephan grimm1,
pascal hitzler2, andreas abecker1 1 fzi research center for information technologies, university of karlsruhe,
germany {grimm,abecker}@fzi 2 institute aifb, university of karlsruhe, germany hitzler@aifb.uni-karlsruhe
summary. in artiﬁcial intelligence, knowledge representation studies ... formal ontology, conceptual
analysis and knowledge ... - to appear in international journal of human and computer studies special issue
on formal ontology, conceptual analysis and knowledge representation 6-volume set metaphor and
figurative language - blackwell's - 6-volume set metaphor and figurative language critical concepts in
linguistics edited and with a new introduction by patrick hanks, charles university, czech republic and rachel
giora, tel aviv university, israel 1interdisciplinary studies - sage publications - defining 1 interdisciplinary
studies for over a century, the american educational system at all levels has relied on academic disciplines as
platforms from which to impart knowledge and to gen- metaphor studies from the perspective of critical
... - metaphor studies from the perspective of critical discourse analysis: a case study of business acquisition
song guo school of foreign languages, tianjin university of commerce, 300134, china methods for the study
of political metaphor in leadership ... - 3 why study political metaphor in leadership studies? metaphor is a
rhetorical style figure commonly used in politics. for a long time, it was seen as just another, nevertheless
import, meaning through metaphor: a synthesis presented by john h ... - submitted to the office of
graduate studies, university of massachusetts boston, ... subdomains of linguistic metaphor and visual
knowledge representation, to argue that traditional dialogue processes might aptly be employed to help
collaborative learners examine complex abstractions. the starting premise, that habitual language-embedded
metaphor may be used as a window into the understanding ... raam 2019 specialized seminar: metaphor
studies at the ... - raam 2019 specialized seminar: metaphor studies at the intersection of multiple
disciplines 16 – 17 may 2019 – liège, belgium conference programme figurative language in a modern
theory of meaning ... - representation should interface with conceptual knowledge. that is, we require a that
is, we require a theory that takes an ‘encyclopaedic’ perspective on linguistic meaning. knowledge
representation from classification schema to ... - knowledge representation knowledge representation
from classification schema to semantic web (i) dr. silvia-adriana tomescu “carol i” central university library of
bucharest e-mail: silviatomescu@yahoo dr. silvia-adriana tomescu is librarian at “carol i” central university
library of bucharest, political science library. she completed the doctoral studies in information science ...
performativity and metaphor in new materialist media theory - networking knowledge 9(1) meccsa-pgn
2015 conference issue 1 performativity and metaphor in new materialist media theory niall flynn, university of
lincoln strategic use of metaphor in nigerian newspaper reports: a ... - metaphor ‘is a formal statement
of any idea that is hidden in a figure of speech… that can be inferred from a number of metaphorical
expressions and helps to resolve their semantic tension’.
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